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We establish a large sieve inequality for algebraic function fields. Using this
inequality, a version of the BrunTitchmarsh Theorem for these algebraic function
fields and their Hilbert class fields is obtained.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Fq be a finite field of characteristic p with q elements. Let C be a pro-
jective smooth algebraic curve defined over Fq with genus g and function
field F. Let  be a rational point on C with degree 1. The Dedekind
domain consisting of all functions on C regular away from  is denoted
by A. The degree of a prime ideal P of A, denoted by deg P, is defined to
be the dimension of AP over Fq . The degree map for prime ideals of A can
be extended to all fractional ideals of A. Thus we define the degree of an
element u # F_ by deg u=deg(u), where (u) is the fractional ideal of A
generated by u.
By a prime of F or C, we shall mean a discrete valuation subring of F
over Fq . In our case, every prime of F corresponds to a prime ideal of A
except for the prime . By a divisor of F or C, we mean an element of the
free abelian group generated by all the primes. Thus any divisor D of F can
be expressed in the form
D=n0+ :
k
i=1
n i Pi ,
where the Pi are prime ideals of A. We call D a positive divisor if ni0
for all 0ik and the degree of divisor D is defined to be
deg D=n0+ :
k
i=1
n i deg Pi .
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In this paper, we always identify a fractional ideal of A as a divisor of F,
i.e., the order of this fractional ideal at  is defined to be zero. Let L(D)
be the set of f # F such that ( f )+D is a positive divisor. By the Riemann
Roch theorem, we know that L(D) is a finite dimensional vector space over
Fq . We denote the dimension by l(D).
Since  is a rational point on C with degree 1, there exists a nonzero
differential form w of F such that the divisor, denoted by W, of w is a frac-
tional ideal of A in F, i.e., the order of w at  is zero. This divisor W is
called a canonical divisor of C (cf. [5, Chap. 1]). Let ord : F_  Z be the
valuation associated to the prime , let F be the associated completion
field and let ? be an element in F such that ord ?=1. By the theory of
algebraic function fields, we know that deg u=&ord(u) for all u # F_.
We view F as a subfield of F . Then we can extend the map ord to F_ .
Since F is isomorphic to the field Fq((?)) of power series over Fq in one
variable, if f is an element in F_ , then f can be expressed uniquely in the
form
f = :

i=n
ai ?i # F ,
where ai # Fq , an {0. Let sgn( f )=an , the leading coefficient of f and say
that f is a positive element in F_ if sgn( f )=1. We define absolute value
| f | for f # F by
| f |={q
&ord f
0
if f # F_ ,
if f =0.
Let Tr: Fq  Fp $ZpZ be the trace map. The non-trivial additive character
E : Fq  C_ is defined by
E(x)=exp {2?ip Tr(x)= ,
and the map T : F  C_ defined by
T( f )=E(Res( fw)),
where f # F and Res( fw) is the residue of differential form fw at . The
map T is also a non-trivial additive character of F . Let f, x # F , we
define Tx : F  C_ by Tx( f )=T(xf ).
With these notation and definitions at hand, in Section 2, we derive a
duality theorem for A in Theorem 2.3, i.e., identifying the additive group A
with the character group of compact topological group F W&1. Using
this duality theorem, we work out a large sieve inequality of analysis form
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for the ring A in Theorem 2.6. Applying this theorem, we derive the large
sieve inequality of arithmetic form in Theorem 3.2.
The purpose of this paper is to study the BrunTitchmarsh Theorem for
function fields. Let H be the Hilbert class field over F with respective to the
ideal class group of A and let h be the class number. Let A$ be the integral
closure of A in H. For any prime ideal P$ in A$, since H is the Hilbert class
field over F, the ideal norm NormHF P$ is a principal ideal in A. Since 
is a rational point on C with degree 1, there exists an uniquely positive
element u in A (i.e., sgn(u)=1) such that NormHF P$=(u).
Let A be an ideal in A and let b be an element in A such that b # (AA)_
(i.e., A and (b) are relatively prime ideals in A). Let ?(N; b, A) denote the
number of prime ideals P$ in A$ such that if NormHF P$=(u) for the unique
positive element u # A, then u#b (mod A) and deg u=N. Our Brun
Titchmarsh Theorem for A (Theorem 4.3) is: there exist effective constants
C1 and C2 (depending only on g and h) such that if N>deg A+C1+
C2 ln deg A, then
?(N; b, A)
h } qN
,(A)(K1+1&2g) L(1q)
,
where
K1=min {_N&1h & , _
N&deg A&C1&C2 ln deg A+4g
2 &= ,
and the function L is given in (8).
2. THE DAVENPORTHALBERSTAM THEOREM FOR
FUNCTION FIELDS
Let notation and definitions be as in the Introduction. Then we have
Lemma 2.1. Let : # F , :  F, and let N be a positive integer. Then there
exists a, b # A such that ord(a:+b)N. Moreover, the set A:+A consist-
ing of all a:+b, a, b # A is dense in F .
Proof. By the definition, we know that L(n)/A. By the Riemann
Roch theorem, we know that l(n)=n+1& g if n>2g&2. Hence
l(2g)= g+11. Combining these, we obtain that for any m # A, there
exists fm # A such that ord(m:+ fm)>&2g. The remainder of the proof
follows directly from the pigeon-hole principle. K
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Let A be a fractional ideal of A in F. A slight modification of the proof
of Lemma 2.1, we also have
Lemma 2.2. Let : # F , :  F, and let N be a positive integer. Then there
exists a, b # A such that ord(a:+b)N. Moreover, the set A:+A
consisting of all a:+b, a, b # A is dense in F .
With these lemmas at hand, we have
Theorem 2.3. Let B : F_F  C_ be the bilinear map defined by
B( f, x)=E(Res( fxw))=T( f } x)=Tf (x),
for all f, x # F . The Pontryagin (self ) duality F@=F is induced by the
map B. Moreover, if A is a fractional ideal of A in F, then A is a discrete
subgroup of the additive group F and the orthogonal complement A= is
equal to A&1W&1.
Proof. Since the order of differential form w at  is zero, there exists
a power series z(?) # Fq ? such that z(0){0 and w=z(?) d?. Since  is
a rational point on C with degree 1, F is isomorphic to Fq((?)). Combining
these, the self duality F@=F is easy to check (or see [1, Theorem 2.1]).
By the RiemannRoch theorem, A is a discrete subgroup of the additive
group F .
The remainder is to deal with A==A&1W&1. Since the divisor of
differential form w is W, for any f # A&1W&1, x # A, the order of differen-
tial form fxw at any prime ideal of A is a non-negative integer. Combining
this with residue theorem (cf. [5, Theorem 5.2, Chap. 1]), we obtain that
Res( fxw)=0. Hence we have A&1W&1/A=. Suppose that there exists
: # A= such that : # F but a  F. Then we have
A:+A&1W&1/A=.
Hence we have B:+B/A= where B=A & A&1W&1 is an ideal of A.
Since A is a discrete (closed) subgroup of the additive F , A= is also a
closed subgroup of the additive F . By Lemma 2.2, we must have
F=A=, a contradiction. Hence we get A&1W&1/A=/F. Now suppose
that : # F but :  A&1W&1. Then by the Chinese Remainder Theorem,
there exists a element f # A such that the order of :fw is &1 at some prime
ideal of A and non-negative for all other prime ideals of A. It follows from
residue theorem at once that :  A=. Combining these, we obtain that A=
is equal to A&1W&1. K
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From this duality theorem, we know that A==W&1. Thus if we let
T=F W&1 (a compact topological group), then we obtain that
T =[Tx | x # A]$A (a discrete group) via the bilinear map B and we can
view Tx as a map of FW&1 into C_ because Tx(W&1)=1 for all x # A.
For the locally compact topological filed F , we take the Haar measure
so that
+(A)=1,
where A=Fq ?/F . By the RiemannRoch theorem, we know that
l((n+2g&1) )=n+ g for all integers n0. We have l((2g&1) )= g,
l(2g)= g+1, ..., and so on. Thus, with the choice of the Haar measure
on F , the Haar measure for F A is given by +(F A)=q g&1. Since W
is a canonical divisor of F, the degree of divisor W&1 is equal to 2&2g.
This implies that the Haar measure for T is given by
+(T)=q g&1 } q2&2g=q1& g.
For the character group T =[Tx | x # A] (a discrete group), we take the
Haar measure so that +(Tx)=q g&1 for all x # A.
Let 8 : F  C be a locally constant function with compact support.
Then the Fourier transform 8 is defined as usual by
8 (x)=|
F
8( y) Tx( y) dy,
for all x # F .
Lemma 2.4. Let 8 be the function on F given by
8(x)={1 if x # A ,0 otherwise.
Then the Fourier transform 8 is itself and its 2-norm &8&2 is
&8&22=|
F
8( y) } 8( y) dy=1.
Proof. Since the order of differential form w at  is zero, there exists
a power series z(?) # Fq ? such that z(0){0 and w=z(?) d?. The proof
is easy to deduce from this fact.
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Given positive integers N, K, set m=sup [N, K+2g&2] and fix f # F .
We define , : F  C by
,( y)=qmTf ( y) 8 \ y?m+ , (1)
for any y # F and 8 is given in Lemma 2.4. Then
Lemma 2.5. We have
(a) For any y # F , if | y|1qK+2g&3, then ,( y)=0.
(b) We have
&,&22=q
m.
(c) The Fourier transform , satisfies , (x)=1 for all x # F such that
|x& f |qN.
Proof. To prove (a), since | y|1(qK+2g&3) and mK+2g&2, we
have | y?m|q. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that ,( y)=0.
To prove (b),
&,&22 =|
F
q2m |Tf ( y)|2 8( y?m)2 dy
=q2m |
F
8( y?m)2 dy.
Replacing y?m by x
=qm | F 8(x)2 dx
=qm (by Lemma 2.4).
To prove (c), suppose that x # F such that |x& f |qN. Then
, (x)=|
F
qmTf ( y) 8( y?m) Tx( y) dy
=qm |
F
Tf &x( y) 8( y?m) dy.
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Replacing y?m by z
=|
F
8(z) T(x& f ) ?m(z) dz
=8 ((x& f ) ?m)
=1 (because |(x& f ) ?m| qNqm1). K
Given X/F . Let X( f, N) denote the set of y # X such that
| y& f |qN. Given u # F , define the metric &u& on T by
&u&=inf
f
|u& f | ,
where f runs through all elements of the fractional ideal W&1. A set
[u1 , u2 , ..., ur]/F is called a $-space on T if &u i&uj &>$ for any i{ j.
Suppose that 0{z # W&1/F. Since the degree of divisor W&1 is 2&2g
and the degree of divisor (z) is 0, ord( f )2g&2. This implies that
F(0, 1&2g) & W&1=[0]. Thus we can identify F(0, 1&2g) as a sub-
group of T. Let F(0, 1&2g)+W&1 denote the set of f +: # F , where
f # F(0, 1&2g) and : # W&1. We define the map ,1 : T  C to be
,1(x)={,(x)0
if x # F(0, 1&2g)+W&1(i.e., &x&q1&2g)
otherwise.
(2)
If we identify T $A and x # A( f, N), then the Fourier transform , 1 on T
is given by
, 1(x)=|
T
,1( y) Tx( y) dy
=|
F
,( y) Tx( y) dy (by Lemma 2.5(a))
=, (x)=1 (by Lemma 2.5(c)). (3)
The main theorem of this section is
Theorem 2.6. Given positive integers N, K, and fix f # F . Suppose that
[u1 , u2 , ..., ur] is a 1qK+2g&2-space in T and S is a complex-valued function
on T such that for any y # F
S( y)= :
x # A( f, N)
axTx( y),
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where ax are complex numbers. Then we have
:
r
i=1
|S(ui)|2qm+1 :
x # A( f, N)
|ax |2,
where m=sup[N, K+2g&2].
Proof. Let function ,1 be given in (2). By (3), we have
, 1( y)=1,
for all y # A( f, N). Our assumption on function S ensures that the Fourier
transform S on T satisfies
S ( y)=0, (5)
for all y  A( f, N). Combining (4) and (5), we obtain that , 1 } S =S . This
implies that S=,1 V S (V denotes the convolution product), i.e., for all
u # T,
S(u)=|
T
,1(u& y) S( y) dy.
Thus for ui # [u1 , u2 , ..., ur], we have
S(ui)=|
T
,1(ui& y) S( y) dy
=|
F(ui , 1&2g)
,(ui& y) S( y) dy.
By Lemma 2.5(a)
=|
F(ui , &(K+2g&2))
,(ui& y) S( y) dy.
Using the CauchySchwarz inequality, we obtain that
|S(ui)|2= } |F(ui , &(K+2g&2)) ,(ui& y) S( y) dy }
2
&,&22 |
F(ui , &(K+2g&2))
|S( y)| 2 dy
=qm |
F(ui , &(K+2g&2))
|S( y)|2 dy (by Lemma 2.5(b)).
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Since [u1 , u2 , ..., ur] is a (1qK+2g&2)-space in T, F(ui , &(K+2g&2))
(1ir) are disjoint in T. By the RiemannRoch theorem, since W is a
canonical divisor of F, l(W)= g, l(+W)= g, l((n+1) +W)= g+n
for n0. Thus we may assume that u1 , u2 , ..., ur # F(0, 1). Thus, using
+(F(0, 1))=q, we get
:
r
i=1
|S(ui)|2qm |
F(0, 1)
|S( y)| 2 dyqm+1 :
x # A( f, N)
|ax | 2. K
3. LARGE SIEVE INEQUALITY FOR FUNCTION FIELDS
Let Gi (1il ) be finite abelian groups, G i their character groups, let S
be a complex-valued function on G=> li=1 Gi . For each i, fix constant : i ,
0<:i1 and subsets 0i /G i with *(0i):i } *(G i) such that the
Fourier coefficients of S is zero relative to the characters T=
(T1 , T2 , ..., Tl) # > li=1 G i&>
l
i=1 0i . Let us call x # G primitive if its image
in each Gi is not equal to the identity element in Gi . Then
Lemma 3.1. We have
:
x is primitive
x # G
|S(x)| 2|S(0)|2 ‘
l
i=1 \
1&: i
:i + ,
where 0 is the identity element of G.
Proof. See [8, Lemma 10.2.1]. K
Let N, K be positive integers, and fix f # F . For each prime ideal P in
A, let :P be a fixed real number such that 0<:P 1. Let X be a subset
of A such that: for all prime ideals P in A
*(XP ):P } *(AP),
where XP denotes the canonical image of X in the quotient group AP and
*(S) denotes the cardinality of the set S.
Let P denote the set of prime ideals P in A. Let SK denote the set of
ideals A in A such that
(1) A is a product of finite different prime ideals in P,
(2) deg AK.
Then we have the following large sieve inequality.
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Theorem 3.2. Let N, K, f, X and :P be as above, and the set X satisfied
the above condition. Then we have
*(X( f, X)) } CKqm0+1,
where
CK =1+ :
A # SK
‘
P | A
P # P \
1&:P
:P + ,
m0=sup [N, 2K+2g&1].
Proof. On topological group T=F W&1, if A # SK , we denote by
T[A] the A-torsion points of T. In fact, we have T[A]=A&1W&1W&1.
Let [ui] be the set of all A-torsion points of T where ideal A runs over all
elements of SK . Suppose that ui # T[A], uj # T[B] with i{ j, deg AK
and deg AK. Then 0{ui&uj # T[AB]=U&1B&1W&1W&1. Since
deg ABW2K+2g&2, ord(ui&uj)2K+2g&2. This implies that
&ui&uj&>1q2K+2g&1. Thus [ui] is a 1q2K+2g&1-space in T. We define
the map S : T  C by
S(u)= :
x # X( f, N)
Tx(u),
a complex-valued function on T. Using Theorem 2.6, we have
:
i
|s(ui)|2qm0+1 } *(X( f, N)). (6)
On the other hand, suppose that A # SK . Then, by the definition of SK , we
have
T[A]=A&1W&1W&1$AA$ ‘
P | A
P # P
T[P].
It follows from T $A (Theorem 2.3) that the finite character group T[A]@
can be realized as
AA$ ‘
P | A
P # P
AP,
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via the bilinear map B. Now we restrict the function
S(u)= :
x # X( f, N)
Tx(u)
to the finite group
T[A]= ‘
P # P, P | A
T[P].
Since X( f, N)P /XP /AP$T[P]@ , so, by assumption, we have
*(X( f, N)P )*(XP ):P } *(AP)=:P } *(T[P]@ ).
Applying Lemma 3.1 with S and
[Gi]=[T[P] | P # P and P | A],
[0i]=[X( f, N)P | P # P and P | A]
[:i]=[:P | P # P and P | A],
we obtain
:
u is primitive
u # T[A]
|S(u)|2|S(0)| 2 ‘
P # P, P | A \
1&:P
:P + ,
i.e.,
:
for any A$ | A, deg A$<deg A
u # T[A]
u  T[A$]
|S(u)|2|S(0)| 2 ‘
P | A
P # P \
1&:P
:P + .
To sum for all A such that A # SK , we get
:
i
|S(ui)|2*(X( f, N))2 } Ck . (7)
Combining (6) and (7), we have
*(X( f, N))2 } CK:
i
|S(ui)|2qm0+1 } *(X( f, N)).
This implies *(X( f, N)) } CKqm0+1. K
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4. BRUNTITCHMARSH THEOREM FOR FUNCTION FIELDS
In this section, let I denote the set of all ideals in A. The notation P and
SK are defined in Section 3. For any A # I, let |A| =qdeg A. The Euler
,-function is defined by
,(A)=|A|  } ‘
P | A
P # P \1&
1
|P|+=*((AA)_);
the Mo bius function + is defined by
+(A)={(&1)
n
0
if A is a product of n distinct prime ideals,
otherwise.
The zeta function Z(t) of the curve CFq is given by
Z(t)=:
D
tdeg D= ‘
prime P # C
(1&tdeg P)&1,
where the sum is taken over all positive divisors D of F. By the Riemann
Hypothesis (cf. [6, Chap. 3]), we know that
Z(t)=
L(t)
(1&t)(1&qt)
, (8)
where L(t) is a polynomial of degree 2g such that L(0)=1 and if : is a
root of L(t), then |:|=1- q. This implies that the number of ideals in A
of degree i is equal to the coefficient of ti in the power series.
(1&t) Z(t)=
L(t)
(1&qt)
.
Thus the coefficient of t i in the above power series is equal to qiL(1q) if
i2g. Therefore, we obtain that
:
deg BK
B # I
1
|B|
(K+1&2g) L(1q),
if K2g.
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Lemma 4.1. If K is an integer and K2g, then
:
deg BK
B # I
+(B)2
,(B)
(K+1&2g) L(1q).
Proof. We have
:
deg BK
B # I
+(B)2
,(B)
= :
deg BK
B # I
+(B)2
|B|
‘
P | B
P # P \1&
1
|P| +
&1
= :
deg BK
B # I
+(B)2
|B|
‘
P | B
P # P \ :

i=0
|P| &i +
 :
deg BK
B # I
1
|B|
(K+1&2g) L(1q). K
Lemma 4.2. Suppose integer K2g and ideal A in A. Then
:
(B, A)=1
B # SK
1
,(B)

,(A)
|A|
} (K+1&2g) L(1q).
Proof. Since
:
B$ | A
B$ # I
+(B$)2
,(B$)
= ‘
P | A
P # P \1+
1
,(P)+= ‘
P | A
P # P
|P| 
,(P)
=
|A|
,(A)
,
combining this with Lemma 4.1, we obtain that
:
(B, A)=1
B # SK
1
,(B)
}
|A|
,(A)
 :
B # SK
+(B)2
,(B)
(K+1&2g) L(1q). K
Let H be the Hilbert class field over F with respective to the ideal class
group of A, which is split totally at . Let h be the class number and let
A$ be the integral closure of A in H. For any prime ideal P$ in A$, since
H is the Hilbert class field over F, the ideal norm NormHF P$ is a principal
ideal in A. Since  is a rational point on C with degree 1, there exists
an uniquely positive element u in A (i.e., sgn(u)=1) such that
NormHF P$=(u).
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Let A be an ideal in A and let b be an element in A such that b # (AA)_
(i.e., A and (b) are relatively prime ideals in A). We let ?(N; b, A) denote
the number of prime ideals P$ in A$ such that if NormHF P$=(u) for the
unique positive element u # A, then u#b (mod A) and deg u=N. Our
main theorem in this paper is
Theorem 4.3. There exists effective constants C1 and C2 , depending
only on h and g, such that if N>deg A+C1+C2 ln deg A, then we have
?(N; b, A)
h } qN
,(A)(K1+1&2g) L(1q)
,
where
K1=min {_N&1h & , _
N&det A&C1&C2 ln deg(A+4g)
2 &= .
Proof. Case 1 (Special Case). Suppose that A is a principal ideal in A
and let A=(a) for some positive element a # A. Let S(N; b, A) be the
subset of A consisting of all positive elements u # A such that deg(au+b)
=N and (au+b)=NormHF P$ for some prime ideal P$ in A$. Suppose that
P is a prime ideal in A such that deg P<Nh and P |% A. Since
deg(au+b)=N and (au+b)=NormHF P$, ua
&1b (mod P) for all
u # S(N; b, A). This implies that
*(S(N; b, A)P )
|P|&1
|P|
} *(AP),
where S(N; b, A)P /AP (the canonical image of S(N; b, A) in AP).
Now let us take the set X=S(N; b, A)/A, f =?&N+deg A and
:P ={
|P|&1
|P|
if P |% A, deg P<Nh;
1 otherwise.
Using Theorem 3.2 and the fact that
*(S(N; b, A))=*(X(?&N+deg A, N&deg A&1)),
we obtain that
*(S(N; b, A))
qm0+1
CK
,
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where
CK =1+ :
B # SK
‘
P | B
P # P \
1&:P
:P + ,
m0=sup[N&deg A&1, 2K+2g&1].
If we take K<Nh, then by the values of :P , we have
CK=1+ :
(A, B)=1
B # SK
‘
P | B
P # P
1
|P| &1
= :
(A, B)=1
B # SK
1
,(B)
.
By Lemma 4.2, we deduce that
CK
,(A)
|A|
} (K+1&2g) L(1q),
if 2gK<Nh. Thus we get
*(S(N; b, A))
|A| } qm0+1
,(A)(K+1&2g) L(1q)
,
where m0=sup[N&deg A&1, 2K+2g&1], 2gK<Nh. Let us take
K=K0=min {_N&1h & , _
N&deg A&2g
2 &=<
N
h
,
so that m0=N&deg A&1. If N>min[deg A+6g, 2hg], then 2gK<
Nh. Combining these, we obtain that
?(N; b, A)h } *(S(N; b, A))
h } qN
,(A)(K0+1&2g) L(1q)
,
If N>min[deg A+6g, 2hg, deg b]. But by RiemannRoch theorem, there
exists an element b$ # A such that deg b$<deg A+2g and b$#b (mod A).
Since ?(N; b, A)=?(N; b$, A), the condition N>min[deg A+6g, 2hg,
deg b] can be replaced by N>min[deg A+6g, 2hg].
Case 2 (General Case). Suppose A is any ideal in A. As in case 1, we
may assume that deg b<deg A+2g. Using the Riemann Hypothesis (cf.
[6], Section 3.4) and the Tchebotarev’s density theorem for field extension
HF, we know that the number of prime ideals P in A such that deg P=n
and PA is a principal ideal is equal to qn(nh)+O(qn2) (cf. [2]), where
the implied constant is effective and depends only on h and g. Thus there
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exists prime ideal P in A such that P |% A(b), PA is a principal ideal in A,
and deg PC1+C2 ln deg A, where the constants C1 and C2 depend only
on h and g. If b$ # A satisfies b$#b (mod A), then using the result of case 1
for principal ideal PA, we obtain
?(N; b$, PA)
h } qN
,(P) ,(A)(K1+1&2g) L(1q)
,
if N>deg A+C1+C2 ln deg A, where
K1=min {_N&1h & , _
N&deg A&C1&C2 ln deg A+4g
2 &= ,
and the constants C1 and C2 depend only on h and g. This implies that
?(N; b, A)= :
b$ (mod PA)
:
b$#b (mod A), b$  P
?(N; b$, PA)
,(P) }
h } qN
,(P) ,(A)(K1+1&2g) L(1q)
=
h } qN
,(A)(K1+1&2g) L(1q)
. K
Remark. In [1, Theorem 4.3], we obtained an analogue of Theorem 4.3
for the special case: F=Fq(T ), A=Fq[T]. In this case, we may choose
C1=C2=0, and K1=(N&deg A+1)2.
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